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Celeste Bonaccorso releases Fool
Falling Out of Love

Sydney Australia, 21.08.2019, 15:55 Time

USPA NEWS - The release of Fool has quickly spread across social channels as again another touted number one hit has today been
released by Australian Singer and songwriter Celeste Bonaccorso.
I asked Celeste what inspired this track? "What inspired me to write this deep song was the relationship between me and myself. The
meaning behind the lyrics in the chorus "and I'm falling out of love" signifies me not being able to love and accept myself, so writing this
song and releasing it was a big deal for me", explained Celeste .

"The other meaning behind these lyrics for listeners is about a relationship which is falling apart. There are themes of betrayal,
disloyalty and scandalous cheating due to the absence of love. When I listen to the song I am proud of what I have created. It excites
me and makes me feel more confident that other people are able to relate to my music."
"As for the cover photo, I wanted a representation of love, hence the rose. However, I wanted the rose to look as though it was dying,
just like the relationship portrayed in the song. The black blood dripping from the rose reinforces the themes of disloyalty and the end
of the relationship," smiled Bonaccorso. 

Riding high on the success of the release of her latest Single , Celeste was excited to tell USPA24 that she will soon put pen to paper
and zone to a creativity she could have only imagined in a dream. " I learned a huge lesson today from Australian Film producer
Lucinda Bruce and that was to never Compromise myself and 'Stay True' to my 'Plan A' because I will never be happy with 'Plan B'. I
understood the meaning of the three 'P's' after Lucinda explained that all I needed to do was have Passion , Perseverance and
Patience."
Lucinda Bruce is an Australian Film Producer with a background in Acting, Production and Broadcast. She has produced Shorts,
Music Videos and several Feature films that have completed the festival circuit and have been nominated for awards internationally.
Already well-established as a prominent film producer and as one of the dominant voice for women in film in her homeland of Australia,
Lucinda Bruce is now emerging as a leader in Hollywood, both as the formidable producer behind Lady of the Light Productions and
as the SVP of Development and Production at Emagine Content. Bruce's uncanny ability to bypass institutional gate keeping and to
build personal relationships with talent on every level of Hollywood's power structure has already started reshaping the expectations of
what is possible in the independent film community.
Bruce has confirmed that she is in talks to secure Bonaccorso as a creative musician and composer for her movie productions
including her latest Hollywood project with a production cost of over $133 million USD to be filmed in USA, Australia and Fiji.
Follow Bonaccorso on Instagram @celeste_bonaccorso
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